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**Abstract:**

This paper constructs a model of privacy assessment drawn from the context and harm approaches to privacy and applies it to the privacy issues raised by predictive modeling in education. This student privacy assessment involves assessing departures from existing norms of information flow embedded in the social context of education; assessing risks of harm to specific individuals or classes of individuals through unfair or unjustified discrimination; understanding the risk of adverse feedback effects on the aims and purposes of education itself; and the extent to which privacy issues mask more fundamental conflicts over educational values. The paper does not attempt to adjudicate these controversies but rather provides the conceptual and evaluative tools that might facilitate productive discussions.
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Introduction

Recent controversies over increased collection and analysis of student information to improve learning have highlighted concerns about student privacy. This paper looks at these student privacy controversies through the lens of a privacy assessment model drawn from the theory of contextual integrity and the harm framework.

Education is on the verge of dramatic changes in the collection, flow and use of student information made possible by vast improvements in data aggregation, storage capacity and processing tools. Predictive analytics from adaptive learning software can individualize and personalize learning. A combination of demographic and student-learning data can predict which students might fail in a class or drop out of school entirely.

The harm approach would be to use those techniques that seem to cause little real harm and have the potential for substantial improvements in student learning. It seeks to protect individuals from tangible harm associated with information collection and use and treats an information practice as legitimate absent a showing of such harm. It would counsel caution when the use of predictive modeling in education could unfairly affect a student’s life chances or involves invidious discrimination that reproduces the prejudices of the past in a new technological form.

In contrast, the theory of contextual integrity counsels caution about transgressive changes that violate intuitive context-relative norms governing information flows. Predictive analytics in education would be suspect to the extent that they depart from informational norms that limit student data collection, restrict student data use to educational purposes and require parental consent and access to records.

A blended framework for student privacy treats both contextual violations and the risk of harm as normatively relevant. It also draws attention to feedback effects that can indirectly threaten educational objectives and the extent to which privacy acts as a proxy for deeper conflicts about the proper goals of education itself.

Privacy Frameworks

Harm

In this approach, privacy policy aims to prevent harm to individuals and classes of individuals. Posner\(^\text{27}\) provided an important impetus for this style of thinking with an economic analysis of privacy. Cate\(^\text{28}\) distinguishes harmful uses like fraud, which should be prohibited, from harmless uses, which should not be regulated. Privacy rules like consent should be reserved for middle ground cases where the use imposes tangible damage to persons or property. Beales and Muris\(^\text{29}\) focus on possible adverse consequences for the consumer and assess the relevant tradeoffs between benefits and costs of information use. MacCarthy\(^\text{30}\) divides information uses into those that are so likely to be socially harmful that they must be prohibited or be subject to opt-in permission.


\(^{29}\) J. Howard Beales, III & Timothy J. Muris, Choice or Consequences: Protecting Privacy in Commercial Information 75 U. Chi. L. Rev. 109 2008

and those so socially beneficial that they must be permitted, or be subject to opt-out permission. Wittes focuses on preventing specific and tangible harms to individuals.

Harm is defined in a number of statutes and regulations. The Federal Trade Commission has the authority to take action against an “unfair” practice, which “causes or is likely to cause substantial injury to consumers which is not reasonably avoidable by consumers themselves and not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition.” The Consumer Financial Protection Board has similar authority to prohibit unfair or abusive practices. Both agencies have authority under Fair Credit Reporting Act to regulate the use of inaccurate, outdated or irrelevant information in the context of employment, credit granting, and insurance.

Harm also includes invidious discrimination. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 bars employment discrimination based on “race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.” The Equal Credit Opportunity Act makes it unlawful for any creditor to discriminate on the basis of “race, color, religion, national origin, sex or marital status, or age.” The Fair Housing Act prohibits housing discrimination “because of race, color, religion, sex, familial status, or national origin.” The Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 prohibits health insurance companies and employers from discriminating on the basis of information derived from genetic tests.

Contextual Integrity

In contrast, Nissenbaum treats privacy as an internalized norm embedded in the daily life of people engaged in social pursuits. Privacy is a right to an appropriate flow of information, where appropriate is defined by the context in which the information is generated, disclosed and used. Privacy rules are context-based informational norms that govern the transmission of information and serve to protect the integrity of the context.

Transmission principles are often codified in statutes or vindicated by court decisions but they are not created by these legal procedures, and sometime can conflict with them. Because of this independence from the existing legal framework, informational norms can be the basis for both criticism of existing laws and the establishment of new ones.

This approach provides an intuitive and comprehensive way to think about privacy issues. It explains why improper transfers or uses of information produce outrage. People have strong reactions against privacy intrusions, not because of idiosyncratic preferences, but because privacy intrusions work against widely accepted, entrenched social norms.

The approach also contains a decision heuristic designed to assess new information flows in particular contexts. Before recommending for or against a new practice it calls for locating applicable informational norms and significant points of departure and asking how the new practice affects the achievement of contextual ends and goals. Ascertaining informational norms involves introspection. As in the case of linguistic intuitions among

---

33 12 U.S.C. §§ 5481, 5531 & 5536(a)
40 Nissenbaum, p. 182
native speakers of a language, the level of agreement can often be extremely high. These norms have a presumptive validity because of their role in upholding the integrity of a context. Still, even if a new practice departs significantly from established informational standards, it can be defended by showing that it achieves contextual goals better or more efficiently.

**Student Privacy Assessment**

Nissenbaum\(^4\) uses her theory of contextual analysis to assess whether school officials should install a new computerized record system and associated analytical software. Because it stores, processes and transmits more information and different kinds of information, it departs from establish informational practices. However, if it promises to improve student learning in a way that is consistent with the goals, values and purposes of education, then it should be allowed. Transmission of information derived from this school information system to outside parties such as prospective employers needs to balance the conflicting needs of separate contexts.

The discussion below broadens and deepens this style of thinking about privacy, incorporating insights from the harm framework and focusing on harm to the educational context and the clash of educational values.

**Predictive Analytics**

The Department of Education describes the new computer-based educational resources that record student learning activity and create user models and groupings that improve student learning.\(^4\) Fain describes online learning systems that recommend the next learning activity and also predict how the student will perform on examinations.\(^4\)

The Department of Education distinguishes individualization where instruction is paced to the learning needs of different learner; differentiation where instruction is tailored to the way different learners learn; and personalization where instruction is individualized, differentiated and tailored to the specific interests of learners.\(^4\) Data about individual students and adaptive software are crucial to each of these alternatives to one-size fits all models of learning. Haedden recommends blended learning models, where students spend part of their time with adaptive software, part of their time with groups of similarly situated students and part of their time receiving instruction from a teacher.\(^4\)

The Department of Education issued a report describing the possible use of biometric information for assessing various psychological characteristics linked to effective learning such as grit, tenacity and perseverance. These readings include posture analysis, skin-conductance sensors, EEG brain-wave patterns, and eye-tracking.\(^4\)

Many of these adaptive learning environments are offered independently of school as online services that can be accessed both by individual students outside the classroom and by students in schools as part of their assigned activities.

\(^4\) Nissenbaum, p. 169-171
Predictive analytics can also be used to find students at risk of failing a class or dropping out. Some digital textbooks compile information on what students read and calculate an engagement index based on these measures. If their engagement index is very low, then teachers can intervene to take remedial action.47

Many schools throughout the country use data to identify students who might be at risk of not graduating. Some of these programs apply the Early Warning Indicator and Intervention System that uses attendance records, behavior problems and course performance to measure dropout risk.48 In one school in 2013, one-third of students flagged for missing school got back on track to graduation. Two-thirds of the students who were having behavioral problems made a turnaround.49

IBM’s Predictive Analytics Solution for Schools and Educational Systems (PASSES) uses a broader range of factors including demographic variables to identify at-risk students. Timely identification enables schools to intervene early in the process. In Hamilton County Board of Education in Tennessee, for example, graduation rates increased by more than 8 percentage points and standardized test scores in math and reading increased by more than 10 percent.50 In Mobile County, Alabama the dropout rate has been nudged downward by three percent since the system’s introduction.51

Informational Norms

The new technologies of predictive analytics implicate informational norms regarding educational purpose, collection limitation and parental consent and access. Some actual and potential uses of these technologies might depart from these norms.

The educational purpose norm limits the purpose of student information collection and use to education. Students reveal information to their teachers in order to receive instruction. Other institutions in society have no or a significantly lesser claim on this information. This norm protects the professional autonomy of educators, allowing them to set their own practices and methods. Existing law validates this norm. The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) and its implementing regulations do not permit personal information from education records “to be disclosed for purposes unrelated to education.”52

Predictive modelling used in personalized learning and identification of at-risk students could be used for non-educational purposes. FERPA might well constrain this non-educational use. But the application of FERPA to data derived from online personalized learning programs is not entirely clear.53

The collection limitation norm limits the amount and type of information collected from students. Only information that is relevant to education needs to be available to educators. This norm restricts the educational
enterprise to its task of instruction and prevents educational institutions from using intrusive information gathering to engage in wider social control. The Protection of Pupil Rights Amendment (PPRA) validates this collection limitation norm by requiring prior written parental consent for the collection of sensitive information including political affiliations, psychological problems, sex behavior or attitudes.\(^5^4\)

Personalized learning applications raise concerns about excessive collection of student information. Learning devices, computer software and online instructional resources capture vast amounts of highly detailed information about students. This erodes the technological constraints limiting what educators can learn about students. Previously, teachers had no way to know how long a student took to read a book or what his or her eye movements were. They did not know about heart rate or breathing patterns or skin resistance. Now educators can know these things regardless of any proven relevance to education. Even though, as the Department of Education says, “our ability to track factors that influence learning has outpaced careful research on which factors are worth tracking,”\(^5^5\) the pressure to explore these new technological possibilities means that information gathering will likely go beyond the existing collection limitation norm.

Parental consent is usually required before schools distribute student information to third parties not involved in their student’s education. This norm works together with the educational purpose norm to limit the uses of student information. Several laws reinforce this norm. PPRA requires prior written parental consent before allowing the collection of student information for marketing purposes.\(^5^6\) FERPA requires parental consent for dissemination of student information to third parties except when the third party functions as a school official;\(^5^7\) or is conducting an audit or evaluation of an educational program;\(^5^8\) or a study for an educational institution.\(^5^9\) The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) requires online learning applications directed to children under 13 to obtain verifiable parental consent before collecting personal information.\(^6^0\)

Potential departures from the parental consent norm involve the wide range of information that is made collected in state level databases for use in personalized learning and some student information collected by online learning applications.\(^6^1\)

Under the parental access norm, parents have a right to see their children’s educational records and rectify any inaccuracies. This norm helps make educational institutions more accountable to parents. FERPA reinforces this norm by providing for parental rights to inspect, review and amend educational records.\(^6^2\) COPPA also requires online educational applications targeted to children under 13 to provide parental access to the records that they maintain on children.\(^6^3\)

Parents do not necessarily have guaranteed access to records in the case of online educational programs for those 13 and over and for student information maintained by school districts and state educational departments.

---

\(^{54}\) 20 U.S.C. § 1232h(b)


\(^{56}\) 20 U.S.C. § 1232h(c)(2)(C)(i)

\(^{57}\) 34 CFR § 99.31(a)(1)(i)

\(^{58}\) 20 U.S.C. § 1232g(b)(1)(C), (b)(3), and (b)(5)

\(^{59}\) 20 U.S.C. §1232g(b)(1)(F)


So there is a risk that predictive modelling information used in these cases will depart from the parental access norm.

**Departures from Informational Norms**

The possibility of a departure from informational norms does not mean that there is an actual breach of informational norms. For instance, in the Mobile County program for identifying at-risk students parental consent was required for participation and parental access was granted to the database used for the analysis.

The risk that information collection practices involved in predictive modelling might depart significantly from these informational norms explains why Morozov objects to the “creepiness” involved in monitoring what students read and Robbins rejects “the appalling invasion of privacy” involved in biometric monitoring.

The demise of inBloom is also connected to public concerns that the collection of student information has gone beyond accepted educational norms. InBloom, a private non-profit organization supported by the Gates Foundation, aimed to aggregate a wide range of student information for state education departments and local school districts. Their intent was to make this data available to third party service providers to develop educational resources such as dashboards and personalized learning applications. Initially they won contracts from school districts and state education departments around the country. But in 2013, privacy concerns about the increased collection and use of student data led many of their partner educational institutions to withdraw from the program. In 2014, New York State passed a law barring the state education department from continuing its association with inBloom. Shortly after in April 2014 that inBloom shut down.

The informational norms of collection limitation, purpose limitation and parent access and consent have a role in supporting key educational values. They help sustain a delicate balance among the different values, purposes and ends involved in education. For this reason, they are not merely traditional ways of doing things. They are presumptively valid restrictions on how student information should and should not be used. The fact that the new practices involving predictive modelling might depart from these presumptively valid standards means that they face a burden of proof to demonstrate that their use promises to achieve educational objectives.

**Educational Effectiveness**

More effective educational technology that furthers the objectives and values of the educational context could justify departures from existing informational norms. Systems of adaptive learning have been shown to be effective in increasing student learning. The Department of Education concluded: “...studies have shown that students taught by carefully designed systems used in combination with classroom teaching can learn faster and translate their learning into improved performance relative to students receiving conventional classroom instruction.”

As noted above, the programs for identification of at-risk students, combined with effective and timely intervention programs have real, measureable effects, increasing student performance on tests and decreasing dropout rates.

---


The Executive Office of the President highlighted the benefits of moving beyond traditional student data for research into learning: "Data from a student’s experience . . . can be precisely tracked, opening the door to understanding how students move through a learning trajectory with greater fidelity, and at greater scale, than traditional education research is able to achieve."\(^{68}\)

There is no absolute standard on how much information on effectiveness is needed to overcome the presumption against departures from social norms of information flow. Mere assertion that student learning might be improved is not enough. Proof beyond a shadow of a doubt is too high a standard. Moreover, evidence varies by type of personalized learning method. Because evidence that certain characteristics predispose students to learn better from different modes of presentation is "sparse,"\(^{69}\) techniques that rely on this notion are not supported. Biometric measurements are not widely used because they depend on constrained tasks in digital learning environments, are not yet practical in the classroom and evidence of a connection to learning outcomes is just emerging.\(^{70}\) Practitioners and policymakers need to evaluate the extent to which personalized learning systems and identification of at-risk students have demonstrated enough improvement in student learning so that they pass this particular stage in the assessment process.

**Harm to Individuals**

Personalized learning techniques pose some risks of individual harm, depending on how they are used. True personalization would not just pace students more effectively or vary educational methods, but would provide different content and potentially different educational opportunities based on an assessment of the student’s capabilities. These assessments might be faulty and hard to reverse and so might improperly restrict educational opportunities. Students who are identified as at risk might be stigmatized as less capable which can cause the students to behave in less capable ways and cause teachers to treat the students as if they are less capable. The identification of students at risk might not allow students to remove any harmful record of their failures though improved activity.

Predictive modelling used in eligibility decisions usually raises the possibility of harmful discrimination.\(^{71}\) Harmful discrimination includes "unjustified discrimination" where faulty data or algorithms put people in the wrong category in error or where they are in the right category, but the category is a protected category like gender, age, or ethnicity which are legally impermissible bases for decision making. "Unfair discrimination" is also objectionable because it deprives people of equal opportunity, or burdens them with additional risk.\(^{72}\)

Personalized learning techniques raise these risks of data discrimination in education. The algorithms used to select at-risk students might be proxies for protected classes, so that they reinforce historical patterns of discrimination. The predictive factors in personalized learning algorithms might be arbitrary or unfair. Secret factors or scoring techniques might render algorithmic decision making in personalized learning opaque and unaccountable.

---


These risks can be mitigated, reduced or eliminated. One response to these concerns would be to validate the personalized learning algorithms used so as to minimize the risk of inaccuracy. Another would be to refrain from using patterns in data for personalized learning and at-risk decisions unless these connections were supported with “underlying theories of causation.” Another would be to use statistical tests to detect whether factors in models are for protected classes. The Federal Trade Commission, for example, used statistical techniques to assess whether credit insurance scores were proxies for protected classes in setting automobile insurance rates. Improved transparency practices can also respond to concerns about secrecy and unaccountability.

Harm to the Educational Context

If personalized learning assessments or at-risk identifications become part of non-educational eligibility decisions, the risk of harm to individuals increases significantly. Students could lose access to employment, insurance, credit, or housing. To the extent that personalized learning assessments or at-risk identifications are predictive of competence in these other areas, however, there will be a rational basis to use it for these purposes.

Student information used in these contexts would be subject to the range of protections preventing unfair discrimination and decisions derived from inaccurate, outdated, or irrelevant information. But the risk would exist that accurate information from personalized learning assessments or at-risk identifications would deny students significant opportunities later in life.

Evaluating the reasonableness of this risk involves assessing not only the possible harm to individuals but also the risk of feedback effects that can produce harm to the educational context. Nissenbaum draws attention to the possibility that changes in information flows might not only create “possible injustices or harms to individuals” but also harm the “fundamental commitment of the context.”

Harm to a context can take place when harm to individuals from information use or violations of entrenched informational norms cause people to withdraw from the context in ways that make it harder to achieve the intrinsic goals of the context. For instance, harm to the medical and scientific research contexts justified the legal ban on genetic discrimination. Fears of genetic discrimination “dissuade patients from volunteering to participate in the research necessary for the development of new tests, therapies and cures.”

In a similar way, legal rules and social norms protect the confidentiality of information shared with doctors, lawyers, priests, and psychiatrists because these context would quickly unravel if this confidential information were regularly transferred to police, insurance companies, employers and others seeking to enforce laws or make eligibility decisions about the data subject. External use of social network information for eligibility decisions like employment, insurance underwriting or credit granting might harm these contexts as people share less information on social networks for fear of how it might be used against them.

Releasing personalized learning assessments and at-risk identifications outside of education poses a significant risk of harm to the educational context. Students and parents will want to use the new technologies of personalized learning and early warning systems only if they are assured that their use will not be used against them in other contexts. Employers, advertisers, and insurance companies might have perfectly good reasons to want.

73 Nissenbaum, p. 209
76 Nissenbaum, p. 176
77 National Genome Research Institute, Genetic Discrimination at http://www.genome.gov/1002077
access to the student information generated by these predictive models - such information might increase the accuracy and efficiency of their business decisions. But using this kind student information for these non-educational purposes might undermine the trust that students and parents have in the integrity of the educational system. They might respond by avoidance, hostility and withdrawal.

A balance needs to be struck, but with a strong presumption in favour of the current legal regime’s prohibition on the sharing of student information outside the educational context. Departing from this presumption in certain special cases might be justified but it would take expert substantive knowledge to understand the goals of education and the likely effects of the external use of new technology on these goals.

Conflict of Educational Values

Education is undergoing polarizing re-thinking including controversial struggles over common core standards, teacher assessment, privatization through school choice, the role of high-stakes testing, the importance of class size, the role of teachers and devices, identification and closing of problem schools, the extent to which education itself proceeds through schools, the design of schools into classes divided by age, the role of schools as providers of workers to business, and the objective of teaching competencies rather than grading performance in courses.

Often the collection and use of student information is crucial in forwarding elements in these educational reform efforts. For instance, Secretary of Education Arne Duncan connected increased data collection to teacher effectiveness assessments, data-driven school closings, common core standards, and assessment of student programs by student earnings as an adult. Those opposed to these education reforms resist the call for increases in data collection about students as a way to undermine the reform efforts that they oppose.

To some critics, personalized learning seems to be the opposite of good educational practices. Brigg (2014) argues “...it dehumanizes those being judged, as well as those making the judgments. It substitutes calculation for human judgment on what should be very sensitive human issues, and thus treats those profiled as objects, as collections of facts, rather than as persons.” Haimson objects to the inBloom data collection initiative because “putting kids on computers and subjecting them to canned software programs ...is yet another way in which children’s education is being mechanized, depersonalized...”

Warner criticizes adaptive learning because “...it turns learning into a program we navigate, the software telling us what we need every step of the way. We wait for the software to tell us what’s next. It removes agency from the equation, telling us what we “need,” rather than letting the individual ask and then answer their own questions.”

Commercialization is also a hidden driver of student privacy controversies. Cody articulates this anti-commercialism: "It is understandable why people who have made their fortunes on the transformation of commerce and industry through the almighty combination of computers, software, data and the internet would project a similar revolution in our schools.”

Many feel that advertising and marketing commercial products has no place in schools. But some local schools and school districts allow it in school billboards, newspapers, yearbooks, and cafeterias. This conflict over advertising does not implicate student privacy unless the ads are targeted using student information, a practice barred by FERPA’s prohibition on non-educational uses of student information and addressed directly in the Markey-Hatch draft student privacy bill83 and the Student Online Personal Information Protection Act introduced in the California Senate in February 2014.84

There is a question whether student information should be used for developing and improving educational products and services using the same kind of analytic engines that power commercial music and book recommendations for online customers. This dispute turns on differing fundamental attitudes toward commercial activity in education and less about the proper norms for student information flows.

A key insight of the combined harm and context framework used in this paper is that disagreement on informational norms might relate to disagreements about the underlying values of education. Apparent conflicts about the privacy implications of data use by a new educational technology might reflect incompatible visions of what the education should be all about. By focusing our attention of these underlying values as part of a privacy assessment, this way of thinking about privacy enables us to see when it is that privacy is acting as a proxy for more basic clashes in values.
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